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This is the final in a series of three papers concerned with convexity spaces. In 
the first paper [2], a convexity space was defined and its basic properties investi- 
gated, while in the second paper [3], the separation and support properties of 
convex sets were considered. Here we study topics related to the dimension of a 
convexity space, proving generalizations of the classical theorems of Caratheo- 
dory and Steinitz. Throughout, (X, .) will denote a convexity space, and the 
terminology and notation used arc those of [2] and [3], with the exception that 
we use C for “is contained in” and C for “is properly contained in.” In particular, 
[A] and {A) denote the convex and linear hulls, respectively, of the subset A of X. 
1. INDEPENDENCE 
The subset A of X is said to be independent if x g (A\x} for each x C A. If  X 
is a real vector space and * is defined in the natural way, then the type of inde- 
pendence so defined is a&e independence. We note that m, x, and (x, y), where 
x, y  C X, are independent. By [Z, (7)], th e 1 inear hull of a set in a convexity space 
is the union of the linear hulls of all finite subsets of the set; it follows that a set 
in a convexity space is independent if and only if each of its finite subsets is 
independent. This result, together with the exchange lemma proved in (4) below, 
shows that the independent subsets of a convexity space form an independence 
structure or matroid (see [4]) and hence the classical results concerning bases 
in a real vector space will also hold in a convexity space. When we write 
(x0 ,***> x,), etc., we will assume that the x’s are distinct. 
THEOREM 1. Let x, x0 ,..., x, C X and suppose that x C {x0 ,.. . , x,}, but 
x g {XI ,...I x-1. Then (cc,, ,.,., x,} = {x, x1 ,..., ix,}. 
Proof. The result is trivial if n = 0. Suppose, then, that n 3 1. Let A denote 
{x1 ,.--, x,>. Since (.x U A) _C {x0 U A}, it will suffice to prove that x0 _C {x U A}, 
for this implies that {x0 U A} _C {x U A). N ow x,,A/x,,A is linear (see [2, (8)]) 
and contains x,, v  A, whence 
{x0 u A} C x,,A/x,A. 
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Clearly, 
and so 
Therefore, by [2, (911, 
{x0 ” 4 
Since A is linear, 
A/A = A 
and so 
{x0 u A} = xJ/x,,A. 
x,A/x,A = A/A u x,A/A u A/x,,A. 
and A/x,A = (A/A)/q = A/x,, , 
{x0 u A} = A u x,A/A u A/x,, . 
But x _C {x,, U A} and x $ A. Hence either x Z x,-J/A or x _C A/x,, and 
as required. 
x0 C xA/A u A/x C (x u A}, 
COROLLARY 2. Let x,,,..., x, C X, and suppose that (x1 ,..., x,) is independent 
and that x,, g {xl ,..., x,}. Then (x,, ,..., x,) is independent. 
Proof. Suppose that (x0 ,..., x,) is not independent. Then there exists an i 
with 1 < i < n such that 
xi c (x0 ,***9 *i-l , xi+l t..*, %I- 
Since (x1 ,..., x,) is independent, 
xi $ {Xl 9**** xi-l 7 xi+l >***T x9J, 
and, by Theorem 1, 
whence 
Go ,***> xi-1 3 xi+1 ,**a, x,) = {Xl ,-a*, %a>, 
x0 c {Xl ,“., XJ, 
which contradicts the hypothesis. Thus (x0 ,,.., x,) is independent. 
THEOREM 3. Let (x0 ,..., x,) C X. Then (x0 ,..., x,J is independent if and only 
if n d m whenewer (x0 ,..., x,) C {y. ,..., ym} and (y. ,..., y,,J _C X. 
Proof. Suppose that n < m whenever (x0 ,..., x,) C {y. ,..., ym} and 
(Yo >***, yJ _C X. Then, in particular, 
(x0 >***, 4 g {x0 ,-m-2 %-1, %+1,***,%1 (0 < i < A) 
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and 
xi $ {x0 ,..*, xi-1 3 xi+1 ,a*‘, x,) (0 < i :g n). 
This shows that (x0 ,..., x,) is independent. 
Conversely, suppose that (x0 ,..., x,) is independent and that (x0 ,..., x,) C 
{Yo ,***, YA where (y. ,..., ym) _C X. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that the y’s are chosen so that m is minimal with respect to the property that 
(x0 >-**, 4 C {y. ,..-, Y&. Then (x0 ,-.., 4 $L irl ,..-, YA, so that, say 
x0 g iY1 >-**> ym}. It follows from Theorem 1 that 
(x0 ,***, 4 c {Yo ,..., Yml = Go ,Yl 9...,Y?n>. 
Since m was chosen to be minimal, (x0 ,..., x,) g {x0 , ya ,..., ym}, so that, say 
Xl g Go PYZ 7-a. , ym}. It follows from Theorem 1 that 
(x0 >***, %> c lY0 ,.*.> Y*> = {x0 3 Yl ,...,Y,> = {x0 > Xl 7 Yz >..., Y?n>a 
If we continue in this way, omitting each y in turn, we deduce that 
{Yo ,***, Ym> = {x0 >...> 4 
and that m = n. The process cannot terminate before this stage is reached, for 
(x0 Ye-*, x,) is assumed to be independent. This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 4 (Exchange Lemma). Let (x1 ,..., x,) and (y. ,..., y,J be inde- 
pendent subsets of X. Then for some i (0 < i < n), the set ( yi , x1 ,..., x,) is 
independent. 
Proof. By Theorem 3, we have (y. ,..., y,J !& {xi ,..., x,}, whence for some 
i (0 < i < 4, yi il {x1 ,..., x,} and, by Corollary 2, (yi , xi ,..., x,) is inde- 
pendent. 
COROLLARY 5. Let (x0 ,..., x,) and (y. ,..., ym) be independent subsets of X 
with {x0 ,..., x,} = {y. ,..., ym>. Then m = n. 
COROLLARY 6. Let (x0 ,..., x,) and (y. ,..., yJ be subsets of X with (x0 ,..., x,) 
independent and (x0 ,..., x,) C (y. ,..., y.,]. Then {x0 ,..., x,} = (y. ,..., yJ. 
In P, (11>1, ix0 ,..., x,] was expressed as a union of sets of the form Ax and 
BX/CX, where A, B, C C (x0 ,..., x,) and B n C = ia. We now show that if 
(x0 ,*.*, XJ is independent, then these sets form a partition of {x0 ,..., +}. 
THEOREM 7. Let (x0 ,..., x,) be an independent subset of X. Then {x0 ,..., x,J 
is the union of the 3@+l - 2n+1 pairwise disjoint sets AX and BXICX, where 
A, B, C C (x0 ,..., x,) and BnC= a. 
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Proof. We recall that the notation AX, etc., is only used when A is a finite 
nonempty subset of X. For the purpose of this proof only, we allow AX to be 
written as Ax/ m x, where A is nonempty. In each of the sets AX/ @ x and BX/CX a 
particular xi (0 < i < n) can appear either in the numerator, the denominator, 
or neither, and the only combinations which must be excluded from considera- 
tion are those with empty numerator. Thus there are 3n+1 - 2”fl sets of the 
given form. 
Suppose that Ax/BX w CX/DX, where A, B, C, D C (x,, ,.,., xc), A and C 
are nonempty, and A n B = C n D = ,@. Then (A u D)X m (B u C)X. Now 
A u D c B u C, for if not there exists x C (A u D)\(B u C), say x0 C 
(A u D)\(B u C), and as (A u D)X w (B U C)X we have 
x0 C (B u C)x/((A u D)\x,)~ C (x1 ,..., xn} 
which contradicts the independence of (x0 ,..., x,). Similarly, B u C C A u D, 
andsoAUD=BuC.ButAnB=CnD=m,whenceA=CandB=D 
as required. 
2. DIMENSION AND ASSOCIATED FLATS 
We now introduce the concept of dimension for a convexity space and prove 
some results concerning associated flats in both finite- and infinite-dimensional 
spaces. Associated flats and hyperplanes were studied in [3]. 
A basis for a convexity space is a maximal independent subset of the space. 
Since (as was mentioned earlier) the independent subsets of a convexity space 
form a matroid, it follows that each convexity space has a basis and that any 
two bases for a given convexity space have the same cardinality. A convexity 
space is said to bejnite- or injnite-dimensional if any one of its bases is finite or 
infinite. A finite-dimensional convexity space, each of whose bases has n + 1 
elements, is said to be n-dimensional. In a natural way, each nonempty subset A 
of a finite-dimensional convexity space has a linear hull which can be considered 
to be a finite-dimensional convexity space in its own right and we let the dimen- 
sion of A, dim A, be the dimension of this subspace. 
We need the lemma below in the proof of Theorem 9, the dimension theorem 
for convexity spaces. 
LEMMA 8. Let A and B be intersecting linear subsets of X. Then {A u B} = 
A/B. 
proof. We show first that A 2 A/B and B C A/B. Let x C A n B. For each 
a_CAwehavexa = A, whence a w A/x and A C A/x C A/B. For each b C B 
we have x/b M B, whence b M x/B and B C x/B _C A/B. Thus A u B C A/B. 
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We now show that A/B is linear. By [2, (5)], A/B is convex. So, using [2, (3)] 
and the result B _C A/B just proved, we deduce that 
W9I(AIB) c (A/B) B/A 
c (A/B) WW 
= WW 
= A/BA 
= A/AB 
= GWP 
= A/B. 
This proves that (A/B)/(A/B) C A/B, i.e., that A/B is linear. Thus, since 
A u B _C A/B, {A u B} CA/B. Clearly, however, A/B C {A u B}, and so 
{A u B} = A/B. 
THEOREM 9. Let A and B be intersecting linear subsets of aJinite-dimensional 
convexity space X. Then 
dimAuB+dimAnB=dimA+dimB. 
Proof. Let (x0 ,..., x,) be a basis for A n B. Then, exactly as in the theory 
of vector spaces, this basis can be extended to a basis for A and a basis for 
B, say (x0 ,..., x, , a, ,... , a,) is a basis for A and (x0 ,..., x, , 6, ,..., b,) is a basis 
for B. We show that (x0 ,..., X, , a, ,..., a, , b, ,..., b,) is a basis for {A u B}. Since 
iA U B} = {x0 ,..., x, , a, ,..., a, , b, ,..., b,}, 
we need only prove that 
bj $2 (x0 ,..., x, , a0 , . . . . a, , b. ,-, h-J 
for 0 < i < t. For then repeated applications of Corollary 2 will show that 
(x0 >*--, x, 7 a, 7---> a, , b. ,.--, be) is independent, and hence a basis for (A U B). 
So assume that for some i with 0 < i < t 
bi C {x0 ,..., x, , a0 ,..., a, , b, ,..., b,q> 
giving b3 C (A u B’}, where B’ = {x0 ,..., x, , b, ,..., bipl}. By the lemma, 
bi C (A U B’) = A/B’, whence b$’ M A. Let y  C biB’ n A. Then y  c A A B = 
{x0 ,***, x,}. We deduce that b,B’ GZ {x0 ,..., x,}, so that bi M {x0 ,..., x,)/B’ C B’. 
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This contradicts the fact that (x0 ,..., X, , b, ,..., b,) is independent. Hence the 
independence of (x,, ,..., x, , a, ,..., a, , 6, ,..., b,) is established. Now 
dimAuB=dim(AuB) 
=r+s+t+2 
=(r+s+l)+(r+t+l)-r 
=dimA+dimB-dimAnI3 
as required. 
The next result gives a simple characterization of the hyperplanes in a finite- 
dimensional convexity space; we omit its proof which is similar to the proof of 
the corresponding result in the theory of finite-dimensional vector spaces. 
THEOREM 10. Let X be an n-dimensional convexity space (n 3 1). Then the 
hyperplanes in X are precisely its (n - I)-dimensional linear subsets. 
The following theorem is an important tool in proving the combinatorial 
results of the next section. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose that x T{x,, ,..., x,) and that y  C x,, *a. x, , where 
x0 ,..., x, C X. Then there exists a proper subset D of (x0 ,..., x,) such that 
y  C (x u 0)“. 
Proof. We argue by induction with respect to n, the cases n = 0 and n = 1 
being easy to check. Also, if x C (x,, ,.,., xJ, then the result is immediate with 
D = (x0 ,..., x,)\x. Suppose, then, that n > 1, that x $ (x0 ,..., x,), and that the 
result has been established for all nonnegative integers less than n. By [2, (1 l)], 
either x C Ax or x C BX/CX for some A, B, C C (x0 ,..., x,) with B n C = D. 
We may assume that x0 C A in the first case and that x,, C C in the second case. 
Thus either x c x,(A\x,,)X or x C BX/x,, or x C BX/x,(C\x,,)X = (BX/(C\x,,)X)/xO . 
It follows that either x C x0x’ for some x’ C EX, where E Z (x1 ,..., x,), or 
x C x’/xo for some x’ C (x1 ,..., x,}. Also, y C x,y’ for some y’ c x1 *me x, . The 
induction hypothesis applied to x’ and y’ shows that y’ C (x’ u D’)X for some 
proper subset D’ of (x1 ,..., x,). Thus either x C x,,x’, x’ _C EX and by the n = 1 
case 
y  C xoy’ C (x0 u x’ u D’)X C (x,, u x u D’)X u (x u 0’)” u (x u x’ u D’)X, 
or x C x’/xO and 
y  C xoy’ C (x0 u x’ u D’)X _C (x0 u x u D’)X. 
The desired result follows by taking D to be either x,, u D’, D’, or E u D’ in the 
first case and x,, u D’ in the second. 
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COROLLARY 12. Let x C{xO ,..., x,}, where x0 ,..., x, C X. Then x,, ... .rn C 
xx, *.- x, . 
Proof. By Theorem 11, 
X” ..* x, c (x0 ..* x,) oc(s~..,r)(XuD)xr”“o...“.. 
n 
THEOREM 13. Letx, ,,.., x,cX. ThenxC~ifm2dolalyifxLx”..‘x,, 
and {x,, ,..., xn} = X. 
Proof. If x _C Kn , then x C x0 *** x, and, by [2, (20)], {x,, ,,,., x,} = X. 
Conversely, suppose that x C x0 *me x, and that {x0 ,..., x,} = X. Let y _C X, 
and choose z such that z C x/y. Then, by Corollary 12, x 2 x0 **a x, _C axa *.. x, 
- 
and so x/z m x0 ..* x, and xy = x,, *a* x, . It follows that x _C x,, *a* x, . 
COROLLARY 14. Let A be a convex subset of a finite-dimensional convexity 
space X. Then A- is empty if and only if A is contained in some hyperplane of X. 
Proof. If A is contained in a hyperplane of X, then A is empty by [2, (20)]. 
Suppose, then, that A is nonempty and 2 is empty. Let (x,, ,..., 3,) be a maximal 
independent set in X which is contained in A. Then m < n - 1, where n is the 
dimension of X, for otherwise Theorem 13 would imply that x0 .** x,,, CA 
Thus, by Theorem 10, A is contained in a hyperplane of X. 
COROLLARY 15. A finite-dimensional convexity space contains no proper 
convex ubiquitous subsets. 
Proof. Suppose that A is a proper convex ubiquitous subset of a finite- 
dimensional convexity space X. Then2 = A _C {A}, whence X = {A} and, by 
Corollary 14, A is nonempty. Thus AC, which equals fi, is not X and AC is 
neither ubiquitous nor empty. This contradicts [2, (23)]. 
COROLLARY 16. Let A be a finite-dimensional convex subset of X. Then 
A = A. 
Proof. The linear access operation in the convexity space ((A}, a) is the 
restriction of the linear access operation in (X, *) to subsets of {A}. By Theorem 
13, in ({A}, .), A # a, and so, by [2, (2111, A = A ,^ as required. 
THEOREM 17. A convexity space is finite-dimensional if and only if it is not 
the associated jat of one of its convex pairs. 
Proof. That a finite-dimensional convexity space cannot be the associated 
flat of one of its convex pairs follows easily from Corollary 15 above. We now 
show that each infinite-dimensional convexity space is the associated flat of one 
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of its convex pairs. Let X be an infinite-dimensional convexity space with basis 
B. Let < be a total ordering on B which has no greatest element. For each x in 
X there is a unique smallest subset A of B such that x c (A}. It follows from 
Theorem 7, that either x C AX or x C Cx/Dx for some C, D C A with 
C u D = A and C n D = 0, the two cases being mutually exclusive. Also, A 
is finite and so it has a greatest element a. If either x c AX or x _C Cx/Dx and 
a C C, then x is said to be positive (relative to (B, <)); if x 2 CX/DX and a C D, 
then x is said to be negative. Let P and N denote, respectively, the sets of positive 
and negative elements of X. It is easily seen that (P, N) is a convex pair in X. 
Now let x be in X, let a be as above, and choose an element b of B such that 
a < b. Then x(ub) C P and x(u/b) C N, which shows that x C p n fi. Thus 
X = p n fi and X is the associated flat of the convex pair (P, N). 
3. THE THEOREMS OF CARATH~ODORY AND STEINITZ 
We saw in [l] how the theorems of Radon, Helly, and Carathtodory 
generalized to convexity spaces. In this section we give some generalizations of 
Caratheodory’s theorem not considered in [l] and use them to prove Steinitz’s 
theorem in the setting of a convexity space. We note that the versions of 
Caratheodory’s and Steinitz’s theorem which we give are, even when interpreted 
in the classical setting of a real vector space, genuine generalizations of the theo- 
rems normally known by these names. 
THEOREM 18. Let (x0 ,..., x,) be a subset of a convexity space X and suppose 
that xcx,*-x,. Then there exists an independent subset A of (x0 ,..., x,) con- 
taining x0 with x C AX. 
Proof. It will suffice to prove that if (x0 ,..., xm) is not independent, then there 
is a proper subset B of (x0 ,..., zm) containing x0 with x C BX. Assume, then, that 
(XII ,..., x,) is not independent. Then one of the xi’s must lie in the linear hull 
of the remaining ones. Suppose, firstly, that x,, C {x1 ,..., x,}. We can write 
x c X()X’, where x’ C xi 1.. s, , and it follows from Theorem 11 that 
x’ Z (x,, U D)x for some proper subset D of (xi ,..., xm). Hence x C x,x’ _C 
(xg U 0)X, whence B = x0 U D is a proper subset of (x,, ,..., x,) containing 
x, with x C BX. Suppose, next, that x,, $ {x1 ,..., x,}. Without loss of generality, 
we assume that x, C {x0 ,..., x,-i}. By an identical argument to the one just 
given, we deduce that x C BX for some proper subset B of (x0 ,..., x,). Since 
x c xg -.*x, we have 
xg c X/Xl ... x, C BX/x, a.. x, 
and, as x,, $ {x1 ,..., x,}, we deduce that x,, C B as required. 
COROLLARY 19. Let (x0 ,..., xm) be a subset of a convexity space X. Suppose 
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that x c x, *** x, and that y c (x0 )...) xm}. Then there is a subset A of (x,, ,..., x,) 
such that y  u A is independent and x C (y u A)x. 
Proof. If y !G (x0 ,..., x,), then the corollary follows from Theorem 18. 
Suppose, then, that y g (x0 ,..., x,). Since x _C x0 a** x, and y C (x0 ,..., x,}, 
we deduce from Corollary 12 that x Cyxa ... x, . The corollary now follows 
from Theorem 18 applied to the inclusion x C yx, *a* x, . 
We now give the generalized form of Carathtodory’s theorem mentioned 
earlier. 
THEOREM 20. Let A be a set in an n-dimensional convexity space X and let 
y  C X. Suppose that x C [A], Then there exist distimt points x1 ,..., x, (m < n) of 
A such that x _C [y u (x1 ,..., x,)]. 
Proof. By [2, (7)], there exist distinct points x1 ,..., x, of A such that 
xcx, “‘X,. By Theorem 18, we may suppose that (xi ,..., x,) is independent, 
whence m < n + 1. If m < n, then x C [y u (x1 , . . . . x,)] and the theorem is 
proved. If m = n + 1, then y C {xi ,..., x,} and the theorem follows imme- 
diately from Corollary 19. 
We now prepare for the proof of Steinitz’s theorem with the following result. 
THEOREM 21. Let A be a $nite subset of an n-dimensional convexity space X 
and let x,, C A. Suppose that x C p and x -# x,, . Then there is a subset B of A 
containing not more than 2n points such that x,, C B and x C BX. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The condition x # x,, ensures that 
n > 1, and the case n = 1 is easily verified. Assume that n > 1 and that the 
theorem is known for spaces of dimension n - 1 and let A = (x0 ,..., x,). 
Then, by Theorem 18, we may assume that x C x0 **. x, where r < n and 
(x0 ,“‘> x,) is independent. Also, x Cy,y, where y1 C x0 ..a x,-r and ya C 
x, *** x, . Thus, again by Theorem 18, we may assume that ya C x, a-0 x, where 
(%I ,***, x,) is independent and n < s < 2n. 
If r = ti or s < 2n, then the result is immediate with B equal to (x0 ,..., x,) 
or (x0 ,..., x,), respectively. So we assume that r < n and s = 2n. Thus 
yz C x, -*- xzn, where (x, ,..., xas) is independent, and x is in the hyperplane 
H = (x0 )...) x,-J. Not all of x,+r ,..., zan can lie in the closed half-space 
H+ = H v (x%H/H) determined by H and containing x, , for this would 
imply that 
x c (x, *** x,-J (x9%+1 --- xzn) x, C H+x, 2 HO. 
We assume, without loss of generality, that x,+r lies in the open halfspace H/xn 
determined by H and not containing x, . By Theorem 11, since yi C {xn ,,.., xZn), 
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there is a proper subset D of (xn ,..., xZn) such that Ya C (Yi u 0)X, and, by 
Corollary 12, since x,x,+r w H we have 
and 
X0 “‘X,-,cx, -** x,-1(x,x,+1) = x0 *** x,+1 
x c y,y, c (y1 u D)X c ((x0 ,..., X,-l) u qx c ((x0 )..., x,+1) u qx. 
Therefore if D $ H or if D has fewer than n - 1 elements the result follows 
with B equal to (x0 ,..., x,J U D or (x0 ,..., x,+i) u D, respectively. 
So, finally, we consider the case D = (x+~ ,..., xzla) _C H. Let xnxn+r meet H 
in x, let x C wz where w C x0 **a x,-ix,+a *.m xan , and let IL _C wx\x, . It follows 
that u C (x0 *** x,-~x,+~ **a x,,)\xo C H and, by Theorem 13 and the induction 
hypothesis applied to the subspace (H, .) of X, we deduce that u C Cx for some 
subset C of (x0 ,..., x,-r , x,+i ,..., xZn) containing not more than 2n - 2 points 
and with x0 _C C and {C} = H. Since x C U.Z C ((x, , x,+~) u C)X and 
en f %I+1 ) U C> = X the result follows with B = (x, , x,,,) u C. 
COROLLARY 22, Let A be a finite subset of an n-dimensional convexity space X. 
Suppose that x C A? and that y  C X with y  # x. Then there is a subset B of A 
containing not more than 2n - 1 points such that x C E. 
Proof. Let x0 C A. Then, by Theorem 21, there exist distinct points x1 ,..., x, 
(r < 2n - 1) of A such that x _C x0 *** x, and {x0 ,..., x,} = X. By Corollary 12, 
xcx,-*x,cyx, mm* x, and the desired results follows easily from Theorem 21. 
We are now in a position to prove our main result, a generalized form of 
Steinitz’s theorem. 
THEOREM 23. Let A be a set in an n-dimensional convexity space and let 
y  C X. Suppose that x C [z] and that x # y. Then there exists a subset B of A 
with cardinality at most 2n - 1 such that x C G. 
Proof. Let (x, xi ,..., x,) be a basis for X. Since x C [z], there exist points 
y1 t***, xi ,..., z, of [A] such that yi c xxi and zi c x/xi (1 < i < n). Thus 
xryi$(; <i<n) and 
x z Yl%Yl% ..- Yn% . 
Since each yi and each z, belongs to a set of the form a1 **. aT, where 
a, ,..., a7 CA, we conclude that x C w1 **. w, for some distinct wi ,..., w, 
belonging to A with yr ,..., yn , xi ,..., z, C {wr ,..., w,}. It follows that 
x, Xl ,..., x, c (WI ,..., w,}, and hence that {wl ,.,., w,} = X. Thus, by Theorem 
13, xc w1 *-a w,,, and, by Corollary 22, there is a subset B of (wr ,..., w,) con- 
409!57b=Q 
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taining not more than 2n - 1 elements such that x C GC c]. This 
completes the proof. 
We observe that conditions such as x # x,, in Theorem 21 (and similar 
ones in Corollary 22 and Theorem 23) are necessary, even in the classical 
situation of real vector spaces. For example, if X = {x1 , x2} and x = x,, C x1x2 , 
then xrxs = x,,xlxz , and the only subset B of (x,, , x1 , xs) with x0 C @ is 
(%I~ Xl 3 x2) itself. 
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